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Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!1.|2017 Version 9A0-381 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 65Q&As Download:

http://www.braindump2go.com/9a0-381.html 2.|2017 Version 9A0-381 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgxivDhTKQ0_29EIl QUESTION 41What is the maximum number of rows that can be displayed

on a single page in a Ranked report? A.    50B.    100C.    200D.    500 Answer: C QUESTION 42Your company is large and

includes many websites and numerous reports suites.You've been tasked with generating and sending various reports, which are

specific to different groups of your organization. You have researched Reports & Analytics Help and the Knowledge Base and have

found that there is an easy way to schedule and send these reports without creating a separate report for each unit. Which method

best describes this function? A.    Link to this ReportB.    DashboardsC.    Publishing ListsD.    Bookmarks Answer: D QUESTION

43You are building a segment based only on Events in the Segment Canvas. Which two containers can youuse? (Choose two.) A.   

EventsB.    VisitorsC.    VisitsD.    Hits Answer: AC QUESTION 44Which metric can be used in both custom traffic and custom

conversion reports to provide a total for the number of times a value was collected for both page calls and links calls? A.    Page

ViewsB.    Click-throughsC.    InstancesD.    Product Views Answer: B QUESTION 45You want to create and share five dashboards

each with the samereports but all with a different report suite. What should you do? A.    Create five separate dashboards, each with

its own report suiteB.    Bookmark all of the individual reports and drag them onto pages in five separate dashboards.C.    Create one

dashboard,copy the dashboard, change the report suite, save, shareD.    Create one dashboard, run the dashboard and change the

report suite Answer: B QUESTION 46Which three are valid allocation models for custom conversion variables? (Choose three.) A.  

 Visitor LinearB.    LinearC.    FirstD.    Most Recent Answer: BCD QUESTION 47You would like to analyze the performance of

several pages in order to discover any differences in overall traffic composition when comparing weekday trafficto weekend traffic.

You are ultimately trying to determine if visitors on the weekends prefer different content from visitors on the weekdays. Which

graph setting would you choose? A.    NumbersB.    TotalsC.    PercentagesD.    Averages Answer: D QUESTION 48Which

statement about Classification reports is NOT true? A.    Classified reports are used to provide friendly names to key valuesB.   

Classified reports can be applied to every variableC.    Classifiedreports are controlled by an adminD.    Classified reports are used to

group key values to higher level categories Answer: B QUESTION 49You are changing the currencyin the report settings for a

report suite called `A'. What does the translation rate represent in the reports? A.    The translation rate represents the selected

currency compared to your Global Report Suite currency at the time the currency value was collected.B.    The translation rate

represents the selected currency compared to your Report Suite currency for the current exchange rate.C.    The translation rate

represents the selected currency compared to your Report Suite currency at the time the currency value was collected.D.    The

translation rate represents an accurate translation of the selected currency compared to your Report Suite currency for the month you

are currently in when running the report. Answer: C QUESTION 50Which dimension and metric is used to count the number of

times search terms were usedto access a site? A.    Search Keywords report displayed with Searches metricB.    Internal Search terms

displayed with the Instances metricC.    Search Keywords report displayed with Visits metricD.    Internal Search terms displayed

with the Visits metric Answer: C   !!!RECOMMEND!!!  1.|2017 Version 9A0-381 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 65Q&As

Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/9a0-381.html 2.|2017 Version 9A0-381 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=8oXew71VaMQ
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